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Residents of shophouse in Yogyakarta combine shop keeping with domestic activities which require different degree of privacy 
related to social interaction. Intensive observation and in-depth interviews were conducted with 30 residents to obtain their daily 
activities and to inquire how they feel invaded with such category of people as strangers, customers, servants/workers, friends, and 
family members visually and physically. The difference of privacy requirement between groups and individuals is examined by 
contrasting two communities in Chinese and Javanese settlements. There are selected 16 activities which are sorted out from low 
to high degree of privacy based on the accumulated response in each category of people. The result shows that 4 activities (serving 
guest, serving customers, displaying goods, and storing shop goods) require low privacy, 9 activities (waiting for customers, 
drying clothes, reading, lunch, washing clothes, breakfast, watching TV, dinner, and cooking meal) require moderate privacy, and 
3 activities (praying, sleeping, and bathing) require high privacy. Further result shows that the physical and visual requirement 
are highly correlated or much higher in physical access than visual access for all activities for both groups but such activities as 
cooking meal, washing clothes, drying clothes, and serving guest for several residents require higher visual access. 
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1. Introduction
1.1 Privacy and Activities
Privacy is unique in every individual and has different 
manifestation according to the related background that 
makes it interesting and helpful to understand the social 
situation and the potential personal conflict. In achieving 
a desired degree of privacy, an individual’s interaction 
degree is one of the mechanisms. However, privacy 
may not be an individual case but linked to the sense of 
community (Wilson, et al, 1996) in achieving the basic 
idea defined by Rapoport (in Altman, 1975: 17) as the 
ability to control interaction, to have options, devices, 
and mechanisms to prevent unwanted interaction, and 
to achieve desired interaction. This may suggest that the 
need for privacy is reflected in the way an individual 
chooses to interact or not interact with people both as 
individual and as a group.

Privacy as one of the forms of the relationship 
between individuals and their environment is expressed 
through the performance of the activity or action, so 

the privacy meaning can be derived mainly from the 
activities. Particularly when privacy is linked with the 
conflicting space when various activities are carried out 
in the same space, the actual need is depending on the 
meaning of the activities. In other words, activities may 
happen within the space but its meaning may not depend 
on the space. This supports the idea that activities are 
an important variable of human environment that can 
define the ‘function’ and ‘meaning’ (Rapoport, 2005: 
41). Some studies of dwelling refer to certain space 
with certain activities which require privacy such as 
kitchen or bedroom or living room and the home as a 
whole (Oseland, 1993: 254) resulted in the privacy to be 
a function of the type of room and activities (Oseland 
1993: 259). Other research on privacy such as privacy 
gradient (Alexander 1977: 610) is more focused on 
the relationship between the space and the person but 
lacking in observing the meaning of activity itself. 
Therefore, there is a need to study the actual activities 
performed by the targeted users to construct the real 
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